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DeLoss Smith Alumni Complete Co-eds and Companions
O’Brien Requests
Lewandowski,
Plans
for
Dinner
Freedom to Use
Will P resen t
Carefully
Clean
Campus
Thursday Evening
Frontier Article H. Adams Are
Choral Group
Corners Under Coercion
New Mentors
S ta te U niversity S tu d en ts Will Give
C hurch B enefit P ro g ram
A t Stevensville

ly man who seems to walk toward us
with a great determination. We have
looked at the picture tor two hours
every Monday and Thursday for a
long, long time. We have, in fact,
grown rather fond of the elderly man
because he has been such a stolid and
silent recipient of our musings. But
in front of him stretches an obstruc
tion, which looks, like a fence, and
which always worried us for fear our
friend would fall over i t We were
relieved today to find, upon closet
observation, that the obstruction is a
rake and that the man is William
Aber. Susie, who is given to moral
izing, says that therein undoubtedly
lies a lesson.
EAR Mr. Aber’s picture is a por
trait of President Hoover. It’s
almost impossible to look a t it and
not wonder whether it wSs fate or
merely a typographer who was cynical
enough to put the smiling Mr. Hoover
in gay and shiny gold paper—and
border it with black.

N

N OUR wall are many things to
muse about There are, for in
stance, innumerable “dumbell” head
lines. One of them is of our own con
struction and was very sane and
sensible in its original. But some
facetious person found the ridiculous
in it by cutting off the third line. We
have a great admiration for people
who always do things so thoroughly
and well that even by cutting oft the
third lines still no one can make their
work ludicrous.

O

OME wearied reporter in times
gone by pasted on a sheet of copy
paper pictures of many varieties of
beards and suggests their use as ex
cellent disguises for members of the
Kaimin staff, who m ust beard profes
sors in their dens. It would be neces
sary for anyone, Kaimin reporter or
no, to have such disguises in order
to reach some professors. We’re glad
that most of our instructors weren’t
that Kind-^-or we’d probably feel that
college was a complete failure instead
of merely a partial one.

S

IRTY cords? Well, they seem to
be causing plenty of discord.
And while we don’t care what tone
People may take about them in the
columns of the Kaimin, we’d appre
ciate it if they’d quit harping on them
in private conversation. Incidentally,
someone remarked to us that it’s
too bad our writing isn't powerful
enough to arouse as much interest in
more serious things as was aroused
on the subject of cords. We’ll admit
that it’s probably largely our fault
that we can’t awake interest. But the
tnct remains that when clothes and
equally unimportant things occupy the
minds of 90 per cent of the student
body, what is a poor columnist to do?

D

T THE University of Washington
the A.S.U.W. has voted to put
that body in the hands of the presi
dent of the university in order to
“void bankruptcy. It might be an
effective argument against present
end evidently quite universal campus
Political systems. I t it means a real
fielding of student authority, it’s un
fortunate.

K

rT°DAY we read an editorial about
A professors who are watch-twirlers.
Opr professors are not watch-twirlers,
mt paper-clip-benders. We ourselves
ere inveterate paper clip-benders. PaPer-clip-bending has become such a
ehit with us as to alm ost approach
rice. And so the instructor who
hdB paper clips may always be
eesured of our attention. We watch
®rdly to see whether or not he can
id new figures into which to twist
y tempting bit of wire; we restrain
fo effort a temptation to congratuate kh*1 when he does. And we sug
gest it as an excellent means of awakeWng the sleepy students.

Roger Fleming and Emerson Stone
Arrange Program; Reunion
Plans Will Be Feature

Rakers, Trucksters, Cooks, Waitresses Aid in Aber Day Success;

Peterson and Stone Are Principal Speakers at High Court;
Advance sale of tickets for the
alumni and former students' dinner
Bear Paw, Spur Entertain Tonight With Dance
meeting
to
be
held
at
the
Florence
Under the direction of Dean DeLoss
Smith of the School of Music, the State hotel Thursday night have been good,
Despite dark and threatening weather of last night, the weather
University Choral society, a combina stated Emily Maclay, chairman of the man made good his promise to the Aber Day managers and selected
tion of Men’s and Women’s Glee clubs; committee in charge of the dinner,
a nearly perfect, though windy, day for the event. The great
will present a program in the Com yesterday.
A short program consisting of sing bell in the tower commenced its clamoring promptly at 7 o’clock and
munity church at Stevensville tomor
continued
until about one thousand"
ing
and
orchestral
selections
will
be
row evening a t 8 o’clock.
presented. Movies of campus activ three hundred students had assembled o’clock on the grounds south of the
The choral society will be assisted ities will be shown. Duet numbers on the campus about an hour later.
Natural Science building.
by Mrs. DeLoss Smith, organist; Kath
Shortly after dinner “Campus Rakand quartette selections will add to
Sixty crews sought out their re
leen Dunn, contralto; Russell Watson,
the evening’s entertainment. Discus spective places of labor and by 8:30 ings” appeared on the scene, distrib
violinist, and Mrs. Bernice B. Ramsuted
by the authors, members of Theta
sion of final Reunion plans will take o’clock the grounds began to take on
kill, accompanist. The program to be
Sigma Phi, women's national honorary
place and chairmen of the various th e' transformation.
Seven trucks,
given is for the benefit of the new pipe committees will report their progress
fraternity. Most of the workers agreed
loaded to capacity, made many trips
organ recently installed in the ’Com at this meeting.
that it was a good sheet but that it
hauling the year’s accumulation to the
munity church at Stevensville.
Speakers on the program will be: city dump. As usual there were the should have been hauled away by the
trucks
earlier in the morning.
The program follows:
Phil Patterson, Morris McCollum, Dr. average amount of casualties suffered
“Imagine my paying 15 cents and then
Soldiers Chorus (from Faust). Gounod F. C. Scheuch, Mrs. L. K. Maxey, Prof. from the day’s activities. Scores of
E. A. Atkinson, Prof. G. D. Shallen- blisters, slivers, stone bruises ♦and I didn’t even get mentioned,” remarked
Combined clubs
a golden (glint) haired blonde from
Yesterday and Today ............._.Spross berger, Prof. C. H. Riedell and Dean strained muscles were featured, and
a
... , ,
.•*-.
.
. North hall. The girls of Theta Sig
R. C. Line, general chairman of the «««
My Mother Bids Me Bind My Hair....
one of the youthful lamp post painters rnnAn
i »• **
. . $, . .. .
..
made enough money on the publication
took a high dive from his ladder, meet
............. - ............. Haydn Reunion committee.
to continue their investigation of
The program of entertainment for ing stubborn opposition when he
Serenade ........................ ... .......Pierne
campus conduct and they will J)e ready
the dinner is being arranged by Roger crumpled on the cement sidewalk,
Women’s Glee club
for next year’s celebration in about
Fleming and Dr. Emerson Stone. thereby taking lamp post off the pre
The Nightingale Has a Lyre of Gold
two months. They probably won't for
............. —.........................
Whelpley Tickets may be arranged for through ferred and placing it on the curb.
get the little blonde haired girl next
The Close of Another D a y .........O’Hara Emily Maclay, or other members of
Even the sketchers were on hand time. *
the committee. Assisting Miss Maclay and the annual a rt show was com
Kathleen Dunn
In years past the day has always
Violin Obligato by Russell Watson. on the dinner committee are: Mrs. pleted at noon. The display included featured a mixer at the close of all
Montana .......................
Greenwood Norman Streit, Mrs. Rogfer Fleming, portraits of common laborers, bands activities but this year it was post
Drums ........
DeLeone Florence Medchoir, Charles Mason, men and some rare old works of ex- poned. The Bear Paws and Spurs
Evan Reely, Mrs. B. F. Kitt, Margaret pert loafers, police and hinch pitters. have decided to do their part in order
Nellie Was a L a d y .................... .........
.......
Arranged by DeLoss Smith Brown, Mary Walker, Mrs. Mary Ferg
to make the day a succes and at 9
Grizzly Band Plays
uson, Mrs. Andrew Cogswell, Mrs.
Men’s club
o’clock tonight, Nat Allen and his band
Helen Haig and Harold Ruth.
Of course the band showed the true will couple on and give the workers
Solo by Nemesio Borge.
Hhais — ...........
Massenet All alumni and former students of spirit despite the fact that they played a real treat in the Men’s gymnasium
the State University are invited to at the entire morning while the rest of until 12:15 o’clock for the price of one
Chanson Arabe.............. ........
-------- Rimsky-Korsakoff-Kreisler tend the dinner. A charge of 60 cents the mob sat around and listened to franc—two bits in our language.
per plate is made to cover the expenses them. That is, until the bosses came
Russell Watson
Russel Peterson, Aber Day manager,
back from lunch and found their crews and A. L. Stone, dean of the School
Moments M usical___ __
Schubert of the dinner.
asleep.
By the Bend of the R iv e r.......Edwards
of Journalism, were the principal
F u lfillm en t________
_.Spross
large percentage of the student speakers at the usual High Court,
The S le ig h ________
Kountz
body reported at the three residence which was held this year just after
Women's Glee Club
halls to prepare the noonday meal and lunch. Proceedings were terminated
Organ Selections .....................................
an even larger percentage were on with reading of a proclamation by
Mrs. DeLoss Smith
hand when it was served at 12:30 High Court judges.
Hear De Wind a Blowin'....___ :...Gates
Malcolm Sewell Visits Local Chapter i
The Cossack ....... - ..............Moniouszko
Of Sigma Nu
What Shall We Do With a Drunken
S a ilo r..............................Bartholomew
Malcolm R. Sewell, general secre
Men’s Glee club
tary of Sigma Nu fraternity, spent
Legend of the Chimes (from Robin
Sunday
and Monday in Missoula in Jack Rochester? Freshman? Dies in
Hood) ....................,........ ..... DeKoven
A
I
n M
.
Italian Street Song (from Naughty specting the local chapter.
Poison from Injuries
I
A M /U ld / M
e e t
Sewell came to Missoula from Pull
Marietta) .................. Victor Herbert
man, Wash. Previously he had visited
Combined clubs
chapters in Oregon, California, Wyom Funeral services for Jack Nesbitt Entry Blanks Are Due May 3 For
Solos by Ramona Noll.
Rochester, 19, killed in an automobile
College Chums ________ Adams-Smith ing and a number of eastern schools. accident Sunday morning, were held
Interscholastic Track
Since taking the office of general sec
Combined clubs
And Field Meet
retary last September, he has inspect by Sigma Chi fraternity yesterday
ed 77 chapters of the fraternity. The morning. Interment will be in Butte.
With entry blanks due a week from
Rochester
died
Sunday
morning
in
State University is the last school to
be visited. From here Mr. Sewell will Poison, from injuries received in an today, only five schools have sent in
go to the general offices in Indian automobile accident on the highway their entries for the annual Track and
east of Poison. A rear tire blew out,
apolis,
Field Meet. Sweetgrass county high
causing the car to leave the road and
“On my tour I have found that state
turn over. Jack Robinson, Missoula, school at Big Timber, Florencecolleges and state universities have and Carleton Boettcher, Poison, his Carleton high school and Ennis high
experienced an increased enrollment
Students Who Plan to Enter Should this year,” he said, “while endowed companions in the car, escaped with school were entered officially in the
out serious injury.
1932 meet Saturday when their blanks
See Miller or Bennett Before
schools have had a noticeable de
Rochester, with his father, Albert were received by Dr. J. P. Rowe, chair
Selecting Topic
crease. I look for a decrease in the
Rochester, and Jack Robinson, was
enrollment of all universities and col
man of the Interscholastic committee.
spending the week-end at the Roch
M anuscripts for the Bennett Essay leges next fall.”
ester summer home on the west shore Lincoln county high school and
contest m ust be in not later than May Mr. Sewell spent Monday morning
of Flathead lake. The two young men Broadus high school were entered
24. Students planning to enter are conferring with J. E. Miller, dean of
and Boettcher had been spending the last week.
asked to see either Dean J. E. Miller men, and J. B. Speer, registrar.
“The majority of the blanks do not
evening together, and were returning
or Prof. E. E. Bennett of the Depart
to Poison when the accident occurred. come in until almost deadline,” Dr.
m ent of History and Political Science STUDENTS TAKE ANNUAL
Rochester was a freshman at the Rowe said. “Coaches wait until they
a t once.
HIKE SATURDAY AFTERNOON
State University and a member of have had ample opportunity to try
Philo S. Bennett of Bridgeport,
their men out before they choose their
Sigma Chi fraternity.
Conn., left by will $10,000 to be dis Fourteen members of the Interna
representatives. A number of meets
tributed among 25 colleges and uni tional club hiked to Pattep canyon
were held Saturday, and we expect a
versities selected by W, J. Bryan, Saturday afternoon. This was the an
large number of entry blanks late
From this sum the State University nual spring hike of the club.
this week. Blanks postmarked later
than May 3 absolutely, will not be
received $400, the proceeds of which
The hikers left Main hall at 1:30
are given as a prize either in money o'clock and returned at 6 o'clock.
accepted.”
Big Timber will send one declaimer,
or as g medal, at the option of the Games featured the afternoon social.
’Ians for future activities of the
successful contestant, for the best Refreshments were served.
nmercial club, composed of busi- Florence-Carleton, three athletes, and
Ennis,
six athletes. All of these
essay w ritten by any undergraduate
s administration students, will be
student on any topic pertaining to
mulated a t a meeting Thursday eve- schools were entered in last year’s
meet.
good government.
g at 7:30 o’clock in Craig hall.
The subjects are assigned, and the
’he new club was the outcome of
students take their choice. This year’s
determination on the part of
entrants will have, a choice of four
dents in the School of Business
Dr. Joseph C. Net?, one ot the na
subjects, which are as follows: The
ninistration to organize. At a prepossibilities of county-city consolida tional officers of Sigma Chi fraternity,
us meeting of the group, Robert
tion in Missoula county, the influence visited the chapter here last Thursday.
lie was elected president; Fae
An official list of sophomores and
Nete is the grand tribune and grand
of war debts on reparations, the
-an, vice president, and Harlan seniors who will be expected to take
necessity for county mergers in Mon historian of the fraternity. He was
ttson, secretary-treasurer,
the comprehensive examination of the
formerly
grand
consul.
The
chapter,
tana, and the relation of the Eight
iplia Kappa Psi, national honorary American Council of Education is be
eenth amendment to the problems of which was the second local fraternity
iness fraternity, is co-operating ing compiled by the Registrar’s office
American government. The prize is on the campus to become a national,
h the business administration stu and will be on the campus bulletin
about twenty-five dollars and in* 1931 was installed by Nete,
bs in the promotion of the Com- boards and distributed to the halls,
Sigma Chi alumni entertained for
it was awarded to Wallace Hannah
:cial club.
fraternity and sorority houses by
Dr. Nete and Mrs. Nete, who accom
of Big Timber.
'hursday night’s meeting will be Thursday of this week.
panied him, a t the Country club F ri
Students are asked by the committee
lured by a special program of
Frank Robinson, who took graduate day noon.
ertainment which will include in charge to examine these lists to
work at the State University during
see if their names appear and to plan
cches and musical selections.
GRADUATE GETS SCHOLARSHIP
last fall and winter quarters, returned
their work so that Tuesday and
last week from a trip to his home in
olin W. McCarthy, ex-’32, is now a Wednesday morning, May 3 and 4, may
Mary Kirkwood, '20, has been
Chicago.
et at Fort Mills, Philippine Islands, be available for the examination. No
granted a Carnegie scholarship to
ording to word received by T. C. [difficulty is expected by the committee
Harvard university summer session.
Mrs. J. Ruegemar of Livingston was
mlding, dean of the School of as all sophomore and senior classes
At present she Is a rt instructor at the
a guest a t the Delta Gamma house last
'a re excused on these days.
estry.
University of Idaho.
Friday.

General Secretary
Inspects Fraternity

Student Is K illed
In Accident Sundnr

Five Schools
Have Entered

Bennett Contest
Essays Are Due
Late Next Month

Commercial Club
Will Plan Activities

Dr. Nete Is Visitor
A t Sigma Chi House

Student Test List
Will Be Bulletined

Lockwood’s “An Arrival at Carthage’
Is Selected for Publication
In Collection
Staff Members Will Replace Coach

Prof IL G. Merriam, chairman of th<
Department of English and editor ol
the Frontier, recently received, wore
from Edward O’Brien of Oxford, Eng
land, asking for formal permission tc
reprint a story which appeared in the
November, 1931, issue of the Frontier
The article, “An Arrival at Carthage,’
was written by Scammon Lockwood ol
Greenwich, Conn.
Mr. O’Brien asks permission to use
the story in “The Best Short Stories
of 1932.’’ The publishing of the story,
however, is also conditional upon the
confirmation of the author, whose perIssion has likewise been requested.
The story is the first and only con
tribution. that Mr. Lockwood has evei
made to the Frontier.
In case the story is published, the
Frontier will receive due acknowledge
ment for granting permission to re
print the story and the Frontier copy
right line will be reprinted on the
verso of the title-page and at the foot
of the first page of the story. -

Campus Cleanups
“Please extend my sincere thanks to
those who appeared on the campus
for Aber Day. It is on© of Montana’s
most beautiful traditions, a tribute to
a man whose life was one of loving
service to the institution, and those
who showed up ready for work today
have done their part to assure its per
manence,” Russel Peterson, Aber Day
manager, told a Kaimin reporter this
morning.
“The sweater I’m wearing is one of
six that I’ve had,” H arry Adams said.
I only have four of them left, but I
/as married shortly after 1 graduated.
I worked pretty hard from 1915 until
1921 to get them.” (The sweater was
an M sweater with four gold stripes.)
An innovation in High Court pro
cedure is promised those who come to
the Women’s gymnasium at 2 o’clock
this afternoon,” Leonard Schulz, coun
sel for the defense, said this morning.
I have been in communication with
Fred Ironside, chief justice, and he
promises to be on hand with his best
legal manner completely under con
trol. I think High Court will be one
of the most interesting in history.”

J. W. Stewart as Track,
Basketball Heads
A. J. Lewandowski and H. F. Adams
have been selected as basketball and
track coaches, respectively, for the
coming year a t the State University.
Both men are named for a period of
one year, and succeed J. W. Stewart,
whose resignation becomes effective
on September 1, and who has acted
as both basketball and track - coach
since 1922.
An athletic committee composed of
members of the faculty will have
charge of athletics at the State Uni
versity next year. It is possible that
a graduate manager to haddle the ath
letic business will not be selected for
several years and in this event the
athletic committee will be charged
with this duty.
Coach Lewandowski has been con
nected with the State University this
year as freshman coach of football
and basketball. Both of his freshman
teams were undefeated during the sea
son. The football team defeated the
Bobkittens, and the hoopsters won
eight straight games. He is assisting
Coach Oakes In the direction of spring
football at present
Coach Adams was- a member of the
famous State University team which
set a world record in the dash relay
at the University of Washington meet
in 1920. He came here from Aberdeen,
Wash., and played on the Grizzly foot
ball teams of 1915,1916,1919 and 1920,
at quarterback and halfback. He was
a sprinter and jumper on the track
squads, and center and forward on the
basketball squad.
In 1921 he was named freshman
coach of track, football and basket
ball, a position which he held until
192-1, when he went to DePauw uni
versity as coach for one year. He
returned to the State University as
director of intramural athletics and
assistant football coach.
_ The athletic committee which will
control the State University sports
consists of Dr. W. E. Schreiber, Dr.
•I. P. Rowe, Dr. R. H. Jesse, Dr. J. E.
Miller, Dean T. C. Spaulding, J. W.
Stewart and B. F. Oakes. Stewart is
a member until he leaves the. State
University on September 1. President
C. H. Clapp is an ex-officio member.

English Professor
Will Give Lecture
To Art Students

“For five years I’ve been on the
gutter gang,” Rip Lewon, South hall
medical proctor, complained at 9:23
o’clock this morning, “and I’ve never
found anything yet, not even a body. Talk Is Eighth of Series Which Is
If I don't graduate this year, I'm go
Intended to Give Cultural
ing to write to my congressman about
Background
it. Such treatment! I’ll bet I vote the
Democratic ticket this year.”
Prof. Rufus A. Coleman of the De
partment of English, will give a talk
on “Stories of the Northwest” before
the a rt students next Wednesday at
1 o’clock in Room 301, Main hall.
This is the eighth lecture presented
to the a rt students this year. “The
Public Is Invited to Hear Lecture aim of these talks is to form a cultural
Twice a Week
background for a rt students,” said
Prof. C. H. Riedell, chairman of the
’Einstein’s Theory of Relativity” Department of Fine Arts. The pre
will be the subject of a series of lec ceding lectures in the order of their
tures to be given by Prof. E. M. Little occurrence; were given by Dr. F. O.
of the Department of Physics every Smith, Maj. J. A. Treichler of Fort
Tuesday and Thursday until the end Missoula, Dr. W. P. Clark, Prof. W. E.
of the quarter. The first lecture will Schreiber, Dr. G. D. Shallenberger,
be given this afternoon.
Prof. Freeman Daughters and Dr.
The public is invited to attend these Harry Turney-High. The remaining
lectures. However, due to the abstract lectures will be given by Dr. C. W.
ness of a number of points in the Waters, K. D. Swan of the U. S. Forest
theory, it is advisable that only people Service, and Dr. C. H. Clapp.
who have had a course in general
Major Treichler’s talk dealt with the
physics attend the talks. To get the possibilities of Missoula as subject
full benefit of the lecture a good un m atter for artists. Dr. Clark spoke
derstanding of calculus is necessary. on the Soeratic method of teaching.
The lectures will be held at 1 o’clock The content of Professor Schreiber's
if Room 103 of Craig hall.
talk was concerned with the super
ficial anatomy of the human body as
CAREY-HANLY MARRIAGE
related to art. “Physics of Color” was
TAKES PLACE IN GLENDIVE the title of Dr. Shallenberger’s speech.
Dr. Turney-High spoke on the archeo
Emmett Carey, '31, and Jane Hanly logical background of Montana. The
of Glendive were married April 21 in scenery of the Rocky Mountains was
rectory of Sacred Heart church the subject m atter of Professor Daugh
at Glendive. The bridegroom received ter's talk. Dr. Waters will devote his
his degree iu the School of Business lecture to a discussion of floral color
Administration and Mrs. Carey at ings.
tended the University of Minnesota for
Mr. Swan’s talk will deal with tree
three years. They will live in Glen- groupings and Dr. Clapp will discuss
dive where he is in business with his the geographic structures of Montana
father.
as related to landscape painting.
Professor Riedell has Issued ail in
Mrs. Edna G. Leonard and Mrs. formal invitation to all those inter
Leon Miner of Camas Hot Springs ested in any of the talks to he present.
spent Sunday visiting Mrs. Leonard’s The time of the lectures to come will
son, Harry Billings.
be published later.

Little Gives Talks
On Einstein Theory

THE
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South Hall ............................................ ...............................SP°rt Dance

Sintered as second-class m atter at Missoula, Montana, under act of
Congress, March 3, 1879.
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JOEL F. OVERHOLSER__________________BUSINESS MANAGER

Tuesday, April 26,

KAIMIN

Saturday, April 30

. Fireside

Alpha Tau Omega

chestra furnished the music. Chap
North Hall
erons for the evening were Dr. and
Betty Browne and Eleanor MacArMrs. Charles H. Clapp, Dean H arriet
thur were Saturday dinner guests of
Rankin Sedman, Mrs. Frank K. Tur
Helen Groff.
ner, Mrs. Elizabeth Asendorf, Matheus
Marguerite Kirwan, Deer Lodge, was
Kast, and Caroline Griffith.
the week-end guest of Margaret J.
Johnson.
' Delta Delta Delta Initiation
Dr. and Mrs. Charles F. Deiss, T. G.
Delta Delta Delta held initiation for
Swearingen and W. M. Belangie were
the Friday dinner guests of Helen ten women students Saturday night
Therefore we hasten to reliev
following the group's formal. Those
Groff.
throbbing mind, before Madame Spring
Dorothy Hannifin was the Friday initiated were: Lovina Caird and Clara
uses the eternal feminine privilege of luncheon guest of Katherine Mason. Mabel Foot, Helena; Jean Smith and
changing hers.
Natalie Kinne and Katherine Evans Berenice Larson, Missoula; Frances
were the Saturday dinner guests of Smith and Helen Kelleher, Stanford;
So let Unk immediately hnrl the
Esther Strauss, Great Falls; Ruth
Esther Strauss.
subtle bludgeon of poetic license at
Lovira H art was the Saturday din Benson, Worden; Katherine Evans,
her, for after the weather of the past
ner guest of Dolores Steele.
Whitehall, and Natalie Kinne, Lincoln
week she deserves it.
Margaret Deck was the Sunday din-1 Park, R. I. A breakfast in honor of
ner guest of Louise Geyer.
the initiates was held a t the chapter
Some women get more than they
Frances Manley entertained Eliza-1 house Sunday morning and a formal
deserve.
beth Hanson and Verna Smith at din- banquet was given Sunday evening at
ner Sunday.
the Florence hotel.
Most of them don’t.
Elvira Hawkins, Eleanor MacAr-1
-------thur and Helen Schwutzer were Sun
North Hall Dance
>Ve abuse our poetic license by day dinner guests of Helen Groff.
North hall entertained Friday eve
calling this bludgeon of words (and
Ruth Goodman spent the week-end ning with Its annual spring dance.
occasional rhyme)
at her home in Deer Lodge.
The dance was informal and about
Caroline McDaniel drove to Butte fifty couples attended. Colorful pro
ODE TO MADAME SPRING’S
Sunday to see the play, "Green Pas grams aided in giving an atmosphere
INSIDIOUS NORTH WIND
When your dust-filled winds shriek tures." She returned Monday morn of spring. The Bovingdon-Allen or
ing,
mad disaster,
chestra furnished the music. Punch

green was carried out in the house
decorations. Malcolm Sewell, general
secretary of Sigma Nu, was a guest of
honor.
Sigma Nu held a banquet Monday
at 6:30 o’clock a t the Grill, com
plimenting the initiates of 1932 and the
graduating seniors. Covers were laid
for 66. Dean R. C. Line acted as
toastmaster.
Sunday dinner guests of Sigma Phi
Epsilon were John Curtis, W alter
Cooney, Gerald Alquist, Thomas
Mooney, Fred Compton, Rodney Mc
Call and Leslie McCall, Portland.
The Zeta Chi Mothers’ club enter
tained Zeta Chi actives, alum nae and
pledges a t a buffet supper a t the chap
ter house Friday.
Phi Sigma Kappa held initiation
Sunday morning fof Kenneth Spauld
ing, Missoula, and Edward Furlong,
Great Falls.
Marion Starr spent the week-end at
Bozeman.
Richard Schneider, B arbara Bell and
Matthew Woodrow were guests of
Thelma Wendte for dinner Sunday at
the Alpha Chi Omega house.
Frances W alker spent the week-end
a t her home in Great Falls.
Mary Catherine McCarthy, Butte,
visited at the Delta Gamma house over
the week-end.' She was on her way
to Seattle.
Captain and Mrs George Herbert and
Dr. and Mrs. G. D. Shallenberger were

Montana’s State University is listed as having less than 1,500 stu
dents. It is small in comparison with other universities and colleges
and yet in that smallness lies much of its charm and distinctiveness.
Congeniality of students, close contact between student and
Loyalty instriictor, and a general air of good fellowship that envelops
the campus are three of the qualities easily discernible to
visitors. To the senior who has spent almost four years in Missoula,
members of his class are close and dear. The junior also attains the
same relationship to members of his group. Although it is often more
quickly found among students who have experienced mutual interests
in their sojourn here, an understanding and loyalty among freshmen
and sophomores is apparent as well. This sharing of common fields
encourages friendship.
Word of the death of two students during the past week was re
ceived as a shock to all those who knew them intimately or only as
-FLOWER BED BORDER
classroom associates. But that same loyalty that made them a part
Protects your flowers from dogs and
of the student body will continue to make them thought of as members.
keeps people from stepping on young
bushes or plants. Pickets project 4%
Of greater comfort to those who knew them, will be the thought
inches at bottom to insert into ground,
that they are mourned— that they contributed to the life stream of
making this border self supporting.
the campus and that they did their share toward prolonging and per
Drop in and see us and tell us in what
across the drying fields where winter’s
was served. Chaperons for the eve paper you read this. Barthel H ard
petuating the spirit of Montana. Even in their absence will they be
alabaster &
Corbin llall
ning were Dr. and Mrs. Charles H. ware, 130 E. Broadway. Phone 3333.
present,- for through their death have they shown that the loyalty of blanket has metamorphosed into pas Martha Prentice spent the week-end j Clapp, Dean Harriet Rankin Sedman,
tel shades of verdant hue,
the students of Montana’s State University is as inbred in their fiber
at her home in Butte.
Dr. and Mrs. G. D. Shallenberger, I
as Sentinel is of the soil, and it will keep pace and grow with' the brightly tinted by the colored flecks Alice Crawford and June Hartley Mrs. Theodore Brantly, Mr. and Mrs.j Mary Moore
Mary Moore
of flowers new;
spent the week-end at their homes in j w . Severy and Helen Groff.
years.
Into my mind there creeps a new-born
wonder
The spirit of the “Grand Old Man of the Campus” has been with if, in truth, in the wistful soul so deep
down under
us again for a day. Students arriving on the campus at 8 o’clock found
the lawns streaked with brown leaves and cluttered with the debris your glittering .exterior, you are satis
fied?

collected during thre? quarters of campus activity. At
! o’clock the last workers laid down their rakes on a Why do you will it, that this which
was so majestically
campus as clean as Daddy Aber left it in 1919. Daddy white and still,
Aber told students that the grove of trees which he should be replaced by nature’s green,
so livingly bedecked
planted on the northwest part of the campus was the one thing
for which he wished to be remembered. It has been named “Aber on every hill,
Memorial Grove” in his honor and, since their first cleanup for Daddy with tints of newly formed petals
Your budding trees and bush
Aber April 17, 1915, Montana, students have dedicated one day of
fill every rill;
the spring quarter to his memory. While the little grove is one of Such a glorious, colored, living world
his most significant monuments, Daddy Aber is remembered not only
you give us—this;
as a forester of flowers and evergreens but as one of the greatest then suddenly, unmercifully, chokingdry dust clouds do hiss
friends of students on the campus. The tradition of his friendship
across the fields you made so lovely,
and his care of the campus has been passed on to us through the
sq, like yourself
observance of Aber day for 17 successive years. Plans for the first as we would have you.
cleanup day were made before his death when a convocation was
Perhaps you do this, psychologically
called and Dean C. W. Leaphart was placed in charge. Only four
• Madame Spring, to give us dust
students who shirked their duty on that day and were brought to face and verdant color too,
so that the more enjoyable will be
the High Court tribunal escaped.
If there should be any State University students who do not know the gentler part of spring for me
who Daddy Aber was, they will learn by reading the inscription on and you.
Is that it?
the bronze placque in the grove southeast of North hall: “Aber Grove,
Planted by William M. Aber, professor of Latin and Greek at the State We humbly request, dear children,
University, 1895-1919.”
that you fold this poetic missile and

Daddy Aber
And Aber Day

keep it close against your heaving
bosom (if it is—or some other good

Athletics for the campus world, it appears, are enjoying more of hiding place, if it isn’t) so that Mad
their share of popularity than they have for several years. Despite the ame Spring’s changeable temperament
distracting forces of inclement weather, many other activities and out does not call back the insidious-North
side duties, the following of things athletic has been great Wind.
Casey’s
and enthusiastic. Those persons who are the formulato:
For picnics are far behind schedule,
at the
and sponsors of the Interfraternity baseball league are to and pin-hanging is alarmingly lax. In
Bat
be congratulated upon the evident success of the league fact the bleachers are uninhabited of
thus far. With about a third of the schedule completed, evenings, and campus lovers stroll not
interest has not waned nor lessened one degree. Rather, as is natural where they are wont to do in the
while the heat of competition increases and as championship chances spring.
narrow-down to fewer and fewer, the fans are becoming more and
And Unk is in a bad way, children.
more rabid and the players more and more agitated.
Not indisposed but ineffective.
Under the plan drawn up by the committee, there will be no trophy
or award of any kind for the victor. It is a good chance for some Perhaps this will explain it:
good amateur ball players to display their wares, for the enjoyment
REMORSE
of good-sized, appreciative audiences. Baseball, they tried to tell All I can do is stag it.
us, was dead. The Great American Sport had seen its day. But not Bull sessions—
while 10 groups of aggressive males fight for the championship of the play tennis or golf in the day tim e campus, not while the sound smack of bat against ball resounds behind sit hating the moon, in the bleachers
alone
Main hall, not while the crowd thrills to the mighty hero who drives in the evening.
one far behind the left fielder for aliome run— not while all this is Damn these lip sores—
true, can they tell us that baseball is a dethroned king.
Impetigo!
’s unfair to be made ineffective by
Whenever anyone mentions the magic words, “examinations, quiz
such things* isn’t it children, when
zes, mid-quarters or finals,” most of us are inclined to become agitated you were born inefficient.
at once. It seems strange that such apparently harmless words could
_
imply such impending suffering and agony. And yet But maybe there wil be some others

v atlH? • l.
‘1 18 rnearly always the case that the mere mention of who are ineffective—<n Aber day.
Your Neighbor the fact that questions are to be asked and answers
...
,are t° be desired is many times the cause for mis And thus thinking, I break into
of thankfulness for the con
givings. All seniors and sophomores are to take the intelligence ex spasms
tributor who gave us this:
aminations which are sponsored by the American Council of Education
the poor “colyumist” who has
and the sample questions have been distributed on the campus While We pity
to sit
the above paragraph may hold good in the case of these examinations, And at the blank wall gaze and gaze,
there is a consolation which should outweigh the usual student aver-' While round and round his mental
pictures flit
sion of undergoing examination of any sort. The final results should
be beneficial both to the school and to the individual students, and Until his mind is just a whirling daze.
It’s like a nightmare,
compiirisons are always interesting, for who doesn’t want to rate just A frightmare,
a little higher than his neighbor?
A mental melody not worth a dime.

,,R‘

L K m iR E
Iattende(1
lecture last Tuesday eveTONIGHT IS THIRD OF SERIES ning. This series of lectures Is being
given to familiarize citizens of MisThe third of the series of Dr. Harry soula with the subject of anthropology
Turney-High’s lectures on anthropol_
__________
ogy being given for the benefit of E. G. Struckman, who received his
townspeople of Missoula will be held master’s degree here a year ago has
tonight at 7:30 o’clock in Main hall, been elected superintendent of schools
Approximately five hundred persons at Valier.

And after hours of staring at the
empty sheet
Begins to formulate a poem rare;
One his readers all will call a “treat,”
And make contemporaries t it and
stare.
It’s quite a let-down,
To set down
Everything—
And find It doesn’t rhyme.

Hamilton.
_____
Harri de Mers Rabbitt was the Sat
Sigma Kappa Initiation
urday dinner guest of Laura Jo ForSigma Kappa held initiation Satur
han.
day night for Helen Helean, Missoula;
Emma Bole, Bozeman, was a week Jane Stevenson, Anaconda; Katherine
end guest at Corbin hall.
Rand, Butte; Louise Kemp, Ronan,
Mrs. Louise Arnoldson and Astrid and Mary Castles, Superior.
Arnoldson were the Sunday dinner
guests of Mrs. Frank Turner.
I
Sigma Nu Mothers’ Tea
Virginia Griffith, ’28, of Plains was r Sigma Nu Mothers’ club entertained
a Sunday dinner guest at Corbin hall. a t a tea given Sunday afternoon for
actives and pledges of Sigma Nu. An
Delta Sigma Lambda Formal
attractive color scheme of pink and
Delta Sigma Lambda entertained at
a formal dinner-dance Saturday eve
ning. The dinner was held at the
For the Best Possible Haircut Ask
Grill cafe where covers were laid for
approximately thirty couples. Follow
THE FLORENCE BARBERS
ing the dinner the party went to the
Florence Hotel Bldg.
Masonic Temple to dance. Chaperons
for the occasion were Mr. and Mrs.
“Artists In Their Line”
J. W. Stewart and Mr. and Mrs. Leon
Richards.

Phi Sigma Kappa Ball
Phi Sigma Kappa entertained at its
annual installation ball, Saturday eve-1
ning. Bob Leslie’s orchestra played.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Adams, Dr. and
Mrs. C. F. Deiss and Dean and Mrs. T.
C. Spaulding were chaperons.
Corbin Hall Dance
Corbin hall held its quarterly dance
Friday evening. The dance was an In
formal affair and programs in keeping
with the season helped give an air of
gaiety. Bob Leslie’s four-piece or-

Fox-W ilm a

The First
N ational Bank
THE FIRST AND OLDEST
NATIONAL BANK IN
MONTANA

wouldn’t be complete
without one each of
the clever little summer
woolen s w e a t e r and
skirt outfits or the silk
informal dresses. In all
the newest colors and

are indeed a bargain

Professional
Directory

at the special price of

Wednes., Apr. 27

Rooms 8 and 9, IUgglns BuUding

Curtain 8:30 p. m.
Only performance In the state of
Montana of the year’s most nota
ble attraction.

DR J. L. MURPHY

MAUDE ADAMS

Eyes Examined—Glasses Fitted
205 Montana Block

Phone 4097

and

OTIS SKINNER

DR. F. GORDON REYNOLDS

In
William Shakespeare’s Comedy

DENTIST
Wilma Bldg. U. of M. Class of *24

Grace Doggett was a Sunday din*
guest at the Alpha Chi Om«« *
Kathleen Dunn and Dori H„°"S#'

spent the week-end in Deer Lodi "
Frances Graves was a guest 7 .'..
Kappa Delta house for dinner S iftr'
William Blaskovich, 'Anaconl
initiated into Sigma Nu Sunday ^

Tom McFarlane of Helena, Edward
McCormick and John Grierson
Sunday dinner guests of Kappa s i j
Eleanor Marlowe and Ma£
were guests of Alpha Chi Omeia “1
dinner Thursday.
ega,or

5c Now!
COCA-COLA
ORANGE CRUSH
BLUEBIRD
H IRES, Etc.
In Sterilized Betties
„ , Y“ - w« ” *k« PUNCH.
Bowl and Glufeo tarnished free.
PHONE 3352
Or notify Howard Golliekmi.
WE DELIVER

Majestic Candy &
Beverage Co.

Let’s smoke a
M A N ’S
SMOKE!

W

the girls begin to cat cor
ners in our cars and do bade
somersaults in our planes and borro
our c ig a re tte s—
then it’s time to
take to a pipe!
Call it the last
stronghold of mas
culine defence—or
the one pet diver
s io n o u r l i t t l e
friends keep their
fingers oft. Call it
w h at you will—
there’s something
downright satisfy
ing, understanding, companionable
about a friendly, mellow, MASCU
LINE pipe! I t’s a real man’s smoke!
And a pipe’s at
its best when you
fill it up with Edgeworth. There’s a
rare, mellow flavor
to the Edge[worth blend of
fine hurleys that
sim ply can’t be
touched. It’s cut
long—to give you
a pip*'* a
a cool, slow-bumnan't smoke
jug smoke. And
you’ll find it the favorite with smokers
in 42 out of 64 colleges.
You can get Edgeworth wherever
good tobacconists sell smokes. But if
you’ve never tried it, we’d like the fun
of treating you to that first satisfying
pipeful. Just write to Larus & Bro. Co.,
105 S. 22d St., Richmond, Va.
h en

EDGEWORTH
SMOKING TOBACCO

$8.75. You must come
in to see them.

DR. EMERSON STONE
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN

Under the management of
Erlnnger Productions, Inc.
MAIL ORDERS NOW: Send
remittance In full with self
addressed stamped envelope.
Lower floor: First 4 rows, $3.00;
next 7, $2.50; center loges, $3.00;
balance $2.00. Balcony: Loges,
$3.00; next 3 rows, $2.00; next 11
rows, $1.50; last 6 rows, $1.00.

Meet

smartest designs, they

THEATER

“THE MERCHANT
OF VENICE”

T ra ck

Edgeworth is a blend o f fine old hurleys*
with its natural savor enhanced by Bags*
w o rth ’ s d istin c tive
an d exclusive e lev 
enth process. Buy
E d g e w o rth a n y 
where in two forms
— Edge wo rt h R ead y Rubbed and Edgeworth Plug Slice. A ll
sizes, i5 f i p ock e t
p a ck a g e to $ 1.50
pound humidor tin.

DR. A. G. WHALEY
Eyes Examined—Glasses Fitted
106 E. Broadway—Phone 4104

DR. RAY E. RAMAKER
DENTIST
305 Wilma Bldg.
Phone 5200

DR. GEORGIA COSTIGAN
CHIROPODIST
200 Wilma

Attention, Seniors
Graduation Announcements
and

F O X -W IL M A
LAST TIMES TONIGHT!

“ The Miracle
Man,>
Most Impressive Picture
of the Year
THURSDAY TO SATURDAY!

George
Bancroft
In His First Picture
In Many Months

“ The World and
the Flesh ’ ’

F O X -R IA LT O

Calling Cards

L A S T T IM E S T O N IG H T !

A r e N o w o n D is p la y in

W arner Baxter

H a llw a y o f S to re

— in —

‘The Amateur
Daddy ’ ’
WEDNESDAY TO FRIDAY!

Please come in and leave your order as soon as possible.

Orders must be in before May 10th.

William Haines
— In —

‘Are You Listening? ’ ’
You know it’s a comedy—and we
know you’ll laugh plenty.

1932

dinner guests of Alpha t T T
Sunday.
*u

Associated Students’ Store

THE

Kenneth Duff Garners High Honors

As Freshmen Win Interclass Meet
100

Score 50 Points, With Firsts in Five E vents; Seniors, Sophomores
Tie for Second; Juniors Are Last

Kenneth Duff of Butte scored 15 points to aid the frshmen in taking
first honors in the interclass track and field meet held last Friday and
Saturday. Duff won individual honors with three firsts. The Cubs
up a total of 50 points followed by the seniors and sophomores,
tied for second with 35 points, ----------------- ---------- -----------------------juniors placed last with 22
’andIntsthe puff,
........“
1 Phi Delta Theta
King, Peden,
Duffy, SayL Duncan and Goodwin turned in
And Kappa Sigma
creditable records to score for the
Cubs.
Hold League Lead
Coach Stewart claimed th at remark-

MONTANA
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CUBS DAYLIS DIRECTS
All-Star Baseball
Seven Men Survive Horseshoe Tourney
Del Meeker Gives
BILLINGS INTRAAIURALS
Team Plans Games Brilliant Display
Tennis Eliminations
begins This Week
Coach F. P. (Cubs) Daylis, former
Nineteen of the finest of the State Grizzly football and baseball star, and
Of Ball Carrying Contestants Will Meet In Semi-final University
Student Store Squad Opens Season
"barnyard golfers” will
After Aber Day High Court

Ronml This Week

Blacks Win from Whites In Practice
Morris McCollum, manager of the
Game on Dornblaser Field
Associated Students’ store, delved into
Saturday Afternoon
the Interfraternity baseball league
yesterday, selected the outstanding
Del Meeker, diminutive- tailback,
men, negotiated for two games and added thrilling, zest to the practice
stated that the South hall team would football game Saturday between mem
be the first victim.
bers of the Grizzly squad by traveling
“The slaughter,” he said, “will take 80 yards for )& touchdown on the
place immediately after Aber Day initial kickoff. The run climaxed sev
High Court. Sunday we are sched eral days of practice on the new kick
uled to play Hamilton there.”
off formations as prescribed by the
The South hall-students’ Store game new rules. It also demonstrated that
will be played on the State University the new restriction, compelling at
field, behind the women’s gymnasium. least five men on the receiving team
The batteries for the game are: Stu to be within 15 yards of the ball when
dents’ Store—Cubs Coyle and Prank it is kicked, will not materially affect
esel (Glenn Lloyd, utility pitcher); brilliant runs on the kickoff. The
South hall—Nicholas Wren and black team downed the whites, 12-6.
Charles Stroup.
Bunny Oakes was pleased with the
“Wren and Stroup will join the Stu showing of his charges and described
dents' Store nine during the regular the practice as "very gratifying’’. The
season, only being loaned to the dorm blocking was spasmodic but at times
itory boys,” McCollum said yesterday. excellent as Meeker’s run showed.
Not a man on the kicking team was on
The probable lineups:
Students’ Store Pos.
South hall his feet when Meeker passed the 50Dick Pox— :---------- lb __... Cal Emery yard marker.
Several long gains were attributed
John Lew is--------- 2 b __Billy Rohlifts
Oliver S ilfa st-------.3b....Cale Crowley to the Breen to Blast!c or to Erickson
Eddie Furlong — ss....... James Brown passing combination. The white team
Charles P lan ag an Jt . . James Seymour touchdown was made on a pass to
Nick R o terin g ____ cf...Owen Barnes Erickson, after two long ones to
Frank Flanagan _rf._Bill Erickson Blastic had carried the ball most of
An effort is being made to schedule the way down the field.
games with other teams in the Bitter
There was a noticeable absence of
Root valley and elsewhere.
piling on the ball carrier after the
ball was declared dead. The use of
the hands was watched by the officials
FORMER STUDENT MAKES
CRUISE IN WEST INDIES and no penalties were given to either
team.
Dan Harrington, a former student The starting lineups were: Blacks—
at the State University, has informed ends, Heller and Lyman; tackles, Ben
friends here of a cruise through the ton and G. Kuka; guards, Oech and
West Indies th at he is making with I Anderson; center, Sayatovich; quar
three other New York actors.
terback, Emery; fullback, Vesel; halfThe trip includes a cruise of the | backs, Meeker and Dailey.
West Indies, touching Venezuela and IWhites—ends, Blastic and Erickson;
the Canal zone. The actors were given tackles, Scott and Cosper; guards,
the trip in return for two perform Wilson and Hagins; center, Almich;
ances of one-act plays on board the quarterback, Breen; fullback, Hartship. Mr. Harrington writes that the sell; halfbacks, Stansberry and Hileliner on which they are traveling is man.
ery interesting and that he is having
PICNIC IS POSTPONED
a most enjoyable experience.

Uy good time was turned in for the
sprints considering the weather and Rain Causes Postponement, of Three
Games; Independents, Sigma
the condition of the track. Other
Chi Tie for Second
events in which the men appeared
sirone were the broad jump, discus
Inclement
weather has delayed the
and shot put
interfraternity
baseball
schedule.
Results of the meet:
100-yard dash—Duff,
freshman, Three games have been called because
of
rain
or
because
of
the
poor
con
first; Peden, freshmen, second; Rob
dition of the field following the rain.
ertson, sophomores, third.
Delta Sigma Lambda and Sigma Phi
Mile run— Watson, juniors, first;
Maury, freshman, second; Duncan, Epsilon resumed the schedule Satur
day
afternoon after the last game had
freshmen, and Steensland, juniors, tie
been played Wednesday afternoon.
for third.
Sigma
Phi Epsilon won, 8-5,
High hurdles—Caven, sophomores,
R. H. E.
first; King, freshmen, second; Hovee,
Delta Sigma L’da.. 0 0 0 3 2—5 5 5
freshmen, third.
Broadjump— Robertson, sophomores, Sigma Phi Eps’n... 3 0 4 1 x—8 6 2
first; Hesselschwerdt, freshmen, sec Batteries: Logan, Aldrich aridAlond; Phut, senior, and Saylor, fresh- drich, Logan; Lloyd and Disbrow.
The Independents defeated Sigma
men, tie for third.
freshmen, I
s' 5- Tlle game reverted to a bat440-yard dash—Duff,
first; Peden, freshmen, second; C o v - 1 b e tw e e n the two pitchers and each
ington, seniors, third.
team was limited to three earned
Discus—Cox, seniors, first; Peter- runs- The game was played on an
sou, seniors, second; Hawke, soph- exceedingly wet and slippery field
es third.
which made it difficult for both teams,
Shot put—Murray, seniors, first; I especially in fielding.
Reynolds, sophomores, second; StansR- H. E.
berry, sophomores, third. .
Si6ma N« - .... — 0 1 0 1 3 - 5 4 7
Javelin— Lockwood, seniors, first; Independents ....... 4 0 1 3 x—8 3 4
Hawke, sophomores, second; Reyn Batteries: SchmoH and Alexander;
Wren and Slusher.
olds, sophomores, third.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon scored a vic
880-yard run—R. White, juniors,
tory
over Delta Sigma Lambda, hold
first; Watson, juniors, second; J.
ing the latter to one run and no hits
White, seniors, third.
220-yard dash—Duff,
freshmen, whilej scoring three runs and five
first; Peden, freshmen, second; Cov hits. Dailey, carrying football tactics
into baseball, attempted to steal home
ington, seniors, third.
Low hurdles—Saylor, freshmen, by diving for the plate on which
first; King, freshmen,
second; George Kuka was standing to catch
the ball and almost put the Sigma
Agather, sophomores, third.
Ruth Herrick, Glendive, has been
Pole vault—Burke, seniors, and Alpha Epsilon pitcher out of the game.
Duffy, freshmen, tie for first; Mc Dailey missed scoring by a narrow confined at her home because of ill
margin.
ness
during the last few days.
Daniels, sophomores, third.
R. H. E.
High jump—Robertson, sophomores,
first; Goodwin, freshmen, and Dahl- j Sigma Alpha E p— 1 1 1 0 0 3 5 2 William Dwyer spent the week-end
berg, juniors, tie for second.
Delta Sigma L’da . 0 0 1 0 0—1 0 2 with his parents in AnAconda.
Neither times nor distances were an- j Batteries: Kuka and ifttzStephens
Aldrich and Fowell.
nounced.
The team standings are:
W. L Pet.
3 0 1.000
Kappa Sigma ............
3 0 1.000
Phi Delta Theta ......
Try This One With Your Sigma C h i....- .............
Independents ...........
.Mashie Niblick; Practicing
Alpha Tau Omega
Student Does the Impossible
Sigma Nu ...................
Another State University s tu d e n t I Sigma Phi Epsilon ...
ascends to the golfers’ hall of fam e Sigma Alpha Epsilon
and adds his name to the list of the Phi Sigma Kappa ....
elite. Elmer Foster Montgomery, Delta Sigma Lambda
Kalispell, made a hole in one.
I Today Alpha Tau Omega plays Phi
Elmer was playing on the state I Delta Theta and tomorrow Sigma Phi
University course last week In prac- Epsilon and Kappa Sigma oppose each
tice for the all-school golf tourna- other. Thursday Delta Sigma Lambda
ment, when the short fourth hole with plays Sigma Nu, and Fri ay
gma
the tricky uphill grade loomed as t h e 'Alpha Epsilon opposes Kappa Sigma
next obstacle. The shot held no t e r - _______ _________________ ________
rors for Elmer. He addressed his
ball and smacked it up the fairway.
The pellet travelled high and true and
For Grisaly Students
landed on the finely-sanded green,
rolled up to the lip of the cup and|
THE GRIZZLY BARBER
miracle of miracles, dropped in.
SHOP
Elmer now has an ambition. He is
endeavoring to improve his game so
that when the State Intercollegiate
Golf tourney rolls around on May 6
and 7 he will be on the team *that i
represents the State University and
will sink another tee shot to startle
the golfing world.

Because of the weather the W. A. A.
breakfast was not held Saturday as
planned. It has been postponed until
such time as will be decided upon by
the W. A. A. board which will meet
next Monday.

The field In the all-school tennis
tournament has been cut down to
seven men as the semi-final round
nears. Bob Corette took an exciting
three-set match from Evans Hawes
and advanced to the third round. Cor
ette will now meet Johnny Lewis for
the right to play In the semi-finals.
Cal Emery* won an easy two-set match
from Herb Verheek and must secure
a win over Gene Sunderlin to contest
Tommy Rowe in the semi-finals.
The other undefeated players are
Jack Currie and Randolph Jacobs who
oppose each other this week. The
winner is to meet the best man in the
Corette-Lewis fray. From this group
will be selected the two-man team to
represent the State University in the
State Intercollegiate Tennis tourna
ment, May 6 and 7.
Golfers are now engaged in the first
36 holes of medal play, the low four
to finish the last 18 holes to determine
the winner of the all-school contest
and the two-man team to carry the
golfing honors of the State University
in the State .Intercollegiate meet on
May 6 and 7. The two-man team will
be selected from the eligible men mak
ing the lowest scores for the match.
Earl Sykes, superintendent of
schools at Wisdom, has been elected
to the same position at Big Sandy.
He received his master’s degree from
the State University in 1931.

match their skill in dropping on ring
ers In the all-school horseshoe tourna
ment which will begin the day after
Aber Day. The winner will receive a
gold medal.
Bill Hawke of Butte, winner of the
championship last year, is entered
again and will attempt to repeat his
conquest
F irst round matches in the top
bracket are: J. White and H. Sterns;
H. Hazelbaker and W. Dresskell; Fred
Pilling and C. Stroup; winner of the
Sterns-White and Hazelbaker-Dress- j
kell contests; winner of the PilllngStroup match and R. Davidson; J.
O’Donnell and E. Skordal; W. Hawke!
and F. Mills.
Lower bracket first round games
are: B. Burke and J. Veleber; V. Hagins and M. Ennis; B. White and R.
Stempke; J. Currie and P. White.
Matches will be played on the State
University horseshoe courts located

later head coach at BillinTgs high
school until succeeded by Chief Illman, has charge of intramural sports
competition at that school. He has 60
students under his tutelage in tennis.
He attended summer school at the
State University last year and played
in the city baseball league.

just west of the swimming pool be
tween the men’s gymnasium and the
carpenter shack

Send

Flowers
To Mother-May 8
HEINRICH’S

See the

Norge

You Are Always Welcome at

Kelly’s 5c to $ 1.00 Store
Locally Owned and Operated

before you buy an Electric Re
frigerator at any price. You'll
wonder why it isn’t more ex
pensive. It costs less per month
to own one and it costs less to
buy one. Start genuine kitchen
savings now with a Norge.

Old Buster BroWn Location

236 North Higgins

Missoula Hardware
& Plumbing Co.
Phone 5390

228 North Higgins

Hole in One

The G rizzly Shop

Stanley Scearce, '31, and Leonard
Vance, both of Ronan, spent the weekfind in Missoula.

Suit Pressing and Cleaning

say
s of smokers

at lower rates.

Lewis Dry Cleaners
Delivery

Phone 4054

C. L. W O RKIN G
"Always Working”

JEWELER
Match R epairing a Specialty

122 N. Higgins

Missoula. Mont.

Colored Glasses
protect your eyes from the
sun. We have all types

If you want to tear down
those ribbons of roads that
call for speed, if you want
to go as far as possible for
your car on a gallon of gas,
if you want quick pick-up
and getaway— then you want
Shell Gas.

and prices,

M cK enzie-W allace

ir

Service Co.

Barnett Optical Co.
12# East Broadway

Distributors

Shell 4 0 0 Gasoline

. ALL YOU COULD ASK FOR
0 1952, Liqoitt u

My iu Tobacco Co

Tuesday. April 2ft i n , !
THE
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Editorial Contest
A.W.S. President
Has Forty Entries
Attends Meeting
At Coast College Billings Kyote Is Final Newspaper

Notices
All Football Men—There will be
practice on Aber Day immediately j
after High Court. All men be out.
Inclement weather will not in the fu
ture prevent practice. Chalk talks or
skull practice will be held in the class
room on the third floor of the men’s
gymnasium on rainy days.

To Join Competition
Problems Pertaining to Women’s Self
Governing Bodies Are
Due to a misunderstanding the Bil
Discussed
lings high school paper, The Kyote,
was not mentioned among the Class A
Mary Breen, Bridger, returned Sun papers entered in competition for the
day from Corvallis, Ore., where she annual high school newspaper contest.
Interfraternity council will meet
represented the State University at the The entrance of the Kyote into the
Wednesday at the Sigma Chi house at
Western Intercollegiate Associated meet brings the total number of pa
6:15 o’clock.
pers up to 40.
Women Students’ convention.
Articles on the Montana high school
The convention was representative
The State University Choral society
of the western states and included 67 editorial meet to be held here during will meet in the studio of DeLoss
delegates, presidents of associated Interscholastic week, and the meet Smith tonight at 7:15 o'clock.
women student groups. Discussions entries will feature the year’s last
at the meetings consisted principally issue of the High School Editor, which
Lost—A laundry bag. Return to
of existing student-faculty problemsr ill be sent out next week.
Lewis Johnson, 401 Beckwith avenue
Delegates being sent by the papers
A convention for deans of women
for reward.
which was in session at the same time, entered in competition for the dif
met jointly with the student delegates ferent cups, m ust have their names
Found—Yale key for car or filing
causing a clearer perspective to he submitted to Mrs. Inez Abbott, in cabinet. Loser may obtain it a t the
structor in the School of Journalism,
created on university problems.
Kaimin office.
Problems demanding careful atten by May 1.
Thursday afternoon, ‘May 12, Theta
tion consisted in a greater perfection
Found—1931 high school ring in
of the big sister movement which Sigma Phi, women’s national honorary swimming pool. Loser may obtain it
professional
journalism fraternity, and
many schools ' have adopted. Plans
from Gladys Allred.
of student government as in effect in Sigma Delta Chi, men’s professional
many different colleges were described journalism fraternity, will hold a
luncheori in honor of the visiting high
and considered.
In the past it has been the custom school delegates in the School of For
of A. W. S. to distribute the national estry building. The committee in
treasury ’fund so as to provide the charge of the luncheon is composed of
delegates from the most remote dis Mary Wilson, Missoula; Betty Foot,
tricts with a greater expense allow Helena, and Mercedes Sprague, Cen- P. C. Durham Speaks to Shakespeare
ance. Opposition to this plan has tralia, Wash.
Class Here Friday
existed for several years. The con
vention decided that expenses would
Perrin Sparke Durham, representa
not be pro-rated next year, but that
tive of the Maude Adams-Otis Skinner
a definite decision as to allotment of
company, visited the campus Friday to
expenses for future conventions
address the Shakespeare class on Miss
would be decided upon at the next Another index service of the Library Adams’ interpretation of the role of
convention.
that has been brought to attention Portia in “The Merchant of Venice.”
Tentative plans are being form by Philip 0. Keeney, librarian, is the
Maude Adams is the first person in
ulated towards the establishment of Public Affairs Information service. 190 years who has changed the inter
a summer training school a t Berkeley, This guide may be found in the read pretation of Portia’s character. After
Calif .The purpose of the school is ing room of the Library and is a studying the role, she decided that,
to be for the preparation of A. W.' S. valuable short-cut in research con were Portia given an interview with a
leaders who might then direct the stu cerning political and economic affairs lawyer before she appeared in court,
dent activities more intelligently. A The Public Affairs Information she would be a cold unfeeling woman.
committee has been chosen to consider service is an association of public, The idea that she would allow Antonio
the advisability of the plan.
university and special libraries, hav to go through the suspense of the trial
The national A. W. S. convention ing as its sole object the publication and that she could bait the Jew as she
will be held next year in Ithica, N. Y of a current bibliography of selected does, knowing all the time that she
National conventions are held in alter material in English relating to eco could defeat him, was repugnant to
nate years.
nomic, social and political affairs.
Miss Adams. Therefore, as she plays
The bulletins are cumulated an the part, Portia knows nothing of the
nually and contain references to tricks which might save her lover, but
articles in several hundred periodicals, gets the inspiration of a pound of flesh
to papers in proceedings of trade, pro without a drop of blood while the trial
fessional and labor associations, to is going on.
Adoption of a new constitution will books, chapters in books, govern
This is Miss Adams’ first appearance
mental
-documents, pamphlets and on the stage in 13 years. She was
be discussed at the regular meeting
of the Press club in the Journalism typewritten compilations by a number forced to retire at the height of her
of libraries. Publications in English career because of illness.
building tomorrow evening.
At the last meeting of the club, six from many foreign countries are in
Otis Skinner, who plays Shylock, is
people were appointed to prepare a eluded. At the beginning of each probably bettdr known to this genera
new constitution which would meet paragraph is a key to periodical ref tion because of his work in the movies.
all the needs of the organization erences, the directory of publishers He lias played Shylock opposite MoThey were: Mrs. Inez Abbott, instruc and organizations and the list of pub jeska’s Portia, and also opposite Ada
tor in the School of Journalism; lications analyzed.
Rehan.
Stanley Hill,. Sand Coulee; Tom Cole This service is of particular value
man, Haugen; Robert Bates, Missoula; to anyone interested in history, poli
GRADUATE VISITS HERE
Tom Taylor, Troy, and Ray Kennedy, tics and economics and owing to the
complete yet- concentrated presenta
Belt
Mrs. Frank Cotton of Butte, the
Besides adopting a constitution, the tion of material it serves as a ready former Ann Cliff, ex-’24, was in Mis
club will hear a talk on economics guide to material pertaining to these soula Friday, visiting at the home of
by Prof. Hampton K. Snell of the De subjects.
Mrs. Louise Arnoldson. She was for
partment of Economics.
merly a student assistant in French,
The Shack Splinter, official news FRENCH GROUP WILL GIVE
paper of the Press club, will be dis
COMMEMORATION PROGRAM
tributed a t the meeting and refresh
ments will be served.
A program appropriate to May Day
and commemorating the bicentennial
MISSOULA PEOPLE ATTEND
of the great French dramatist, Beau
BOAD SHOW PERFORMANCE Marchais, will be held at the meeting
of the Cercle du Chevalier de la VerAmong those who attended the per endrye Thursday evening. The club
formance of “Green Pastures” in Butte will meet at the home of Virginia
Sunday were Prof, and Mrs. H. G. Weisel, 105 Connell avenue, at 7:30
Merriam, Prof, and Mrs. M. J. Elrod, o’clock.
UNDERW EAR
Prof, and Mrs. E. L. Freeman, Prof,
Pictures taken during her last year’s
and Mrs. Rufus Coleman, Mr. and Mrs. European trip will be exhibited by
George Bovingdon, Margaret Brown, Miss Weisel.
Albert Roberts and Harold Anderson.
Felicia McLemore-^spent the week
end at her home in Helena. ,

Advance Play Agent
Is Campus Speaker

Library Index

New Constitution
Will Be Discussed

ARROW
ARASET'

Students Receive
Teaching Positions

Seniors who have received high
school teaching positions for next year
through the Department of Education
are Mary V. Rose, who will teach Eng
lish, mathematics and history at
Brady, and George Markin, who has
been appointed instructor of -science
and mathematics at Willow Creek.
Ray Kimball has been appointed
principal at Florence-Carlton.

MAY

VISIT LOCAL GROUP

Remember

Mother’s Day With
Garden City Floral

Club Will Hear
Bimetallism Talk

Three Days of Demonstrations

Automatic Electric
Cookery

Hoven Wins Victory
In Practice Court

for the plaintiff, was awarded the
Harold Hansen spent the week-end
verdict in a $1,000 damage suit brought
before Judge Walter L. Pope’s prac at his home in Deer Lodge.
tice court last Thursday n ight Joe
mummiimuminiiiiiraiiiiiiiiiiKiiimiiiimiiitifrNHinmtinmimiimtuwfl
FitzStephens, Belgrade, was defense
counsel.
Now—if we were
The plaintiff, Harry McMasters, sus
Teaching School—
tained a broken collar bone and dam
First of all, w e’d say—
|
ages to his car when the car of the
defendent, John Reynolds, cut in on
him a mile east of Bonner. Reynolds
claimed th at the accident was due to
the contributory negligence of Mrs.
McMasters who was driving, and that
therefore the plaintiff should not be
awarded damages. This was not
Bast Broadway
proved however, and the jury awarded
$1,000 damages to McMasters.

Lister Typewriter
Service

Dick Schneider and E. P. Astle
motored to Nimrod Sunday afternoon

Including Arnol Treatment and
Finger Wave

Frederick, $6.50
Missoula Hairdressing Parlor
Missoula Hotel

Watch this space for the
opening announcement
o f Missoula’s finest
restaurant and fountain

and basting— cooking w ithout flame— no fuel odors—no
sooty pots and pans— no overheated kitchens.

M eet us at the Liberty Theater
M ay 3 , 4 and 5

The Montana Power Co.

Arcade
Grocery Co.

D ate Cards
Stationery
Programs
Dance Tickets

Everything in

GROCERIES
FRESH FRUITS
VEGETABLES
601 Woody— Phone 2171
110 W. Main— Ph. 2137

YOU
WILL LIKE
THE FOOD

JIM’S CAFE
Quality Market
Incorporated
We supply supplies that
supply satisfaction.

Do You
Realize
that you can do your part in the fight against depression,
for each dollar you spend the merchant buys more goods,
which in turn forces the manufacturer to produce more goods
and so hire more men. The additional men hired put their
wages into circulation. Soon a circle is completed and you
receive your dollar back in wages from that job you want.
It is up to you whether you get the job or not. Remember
the three Prosperity Axioms—

6 14 South Higgins

Good Printing

Weaver-Slater
FRUITERS
119 East Broadwaj

Automobile
Insurance

E. C. James

Fearl & Son
GROCERIES - MEATS
FRUITS - VEGETABLES
Prom pt D elivery Service
1 10 1 South Third Street
Phone 4681

Buy What You Need
advertisers w i t h

Pay Bills Promptly

programs worthy
o f your support

Think Good Times

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllli:

and

The only method w hich gives cooking without watching

Rent a Typewriter I

E. V. Price Clothes

PERMANENTS THAT ARE
PERMANENT

Ringlette, $5.00

Magazine Accepts
Student’s Article

departed from these IdealT I*"!? h'
mbers of the Montana State Col
“Richardson’s Paradoxical ^Success with Eighteenth Century
lege chapter of Spur, sophomore
Miss Mirrielees said.
m u,t”
women’s organization, will be g
■ la the title of an article written by
Four W1U Receive Slgmn Delta Chi of the State University Spur organiza Charlotte LeFever, graduate assistant
P
atronize
Kaimin
a
d
v
e
rt*
*
Scholarship Certificates
tion this week-end, April 30 and
, In the Department of English, th at has
weather permits automobile travel.
recently been accepted by PMLA, the
Four graduating seniors in the
The two chapters will hold a joint magazine of the proceedings of the
School of Journalism will receive the meeting Saturday afternoon to further
Modern Language association.
1932 Sigma Delta Chi scholarship acquaintance between the groups. In.
“This is the third article w ritten by
award. The four students are: Pa the evening the Bozeman Spurs will be
people from the State University De
tricia Regan, Missoula; Freda McCaig, entertained at a formal banquet at the
FLO W ER S
partment of English that has been ac
Great Falls; Irene Vadnais, DonnyFlorence hotel.
cepted by PMLA, a learned journal
brook, N. D., and Tom Mooney, Mis
dealing with scholarly research in
soula.
English problems," stated Lucia B.
Ordinarily the privilege of wearing
Mirrielees, professor in the Depart
this award is limited to the highest
ment of English, last week. Three
10 per cent in the graduating class,
RAINBOW BARBER SHOP
years ago an article on Chaucer which
which is usually two from the State
and BEAUTY PARLOR
was written by Agnes Getty of the
University. However, because of the
Check, campus discussion group,
T
he B arber Shop de Luxe for
State University, was published. Ju st
excellence and closeness of the grades held a banquet at the Chimney Corner
Ladles and Gentlemen
a few months ago a sim ilar article
W o Care
of the four students for their first last Tuesday evening. Following the
W. II. D 0 B 8 L 0 FF
m Higgle,
three years, the national headquarters banquet, a smoker was held a t the was accepted from Miss Getty.
“ ‘Richardson’s Paradoxical Success’
of Sigma Delta Chi, men’s professional home of Howard Hubert.
journalism fraternity, decided to give
At Thursday’s meeting, the group
the award to each of the four students. had a discussion on “The Revision of
The right to wear the scholarship the Constitution of the United States.’
key is decided upon after checking the The discussion will be continued (his
grades of graduating seniors during afternoon.
their first three years in college.
A social committee was appointed
In 1931 two of the senior class
Thursday consisting of Howard Hu
earned the right to wear the key be
F e a t u r in g
bert, chairman, John Coleman and
cause of superior work in the field
Laurence Yule. Russell Meyer will
of journalism. They were George
arrange for a series of talks by out
Adams, Great Falls, and Mary Wilson,
side speakers during the spring
Missoula.
quarter.
Dean R. C. Line of the School o f;
Business Administration will address
Check May 3 on the subject of “Bi
metallism”. The talk wilt be given at
Room 202, Law building at an open
Vernon Hoven, Antelope, attorney meeting of the club.

INEXPENSIVE-

Phone 4BS2

The general botany classes under
Prof. C. W. Waters and Miss Esther
Larsen took field trips around the
campus last Tuesday afternoon.

Frances Graves was a Sunday din
ner guest at the Kappa Delta house.

Journalism Seniors
Earn Honor Awards

Phone 3197

Colling Shoe Shop
We Call for anil Deliver Free
“LOWER IN PRICE'AND
HIGHER IN QUALITY”
SOB North Higgins

MONTANA

H ere’s comfort—style—
value for you! Shorts
are of white and colored
broadcloth — SanforizedShrunk to guarantee per
manent fit. The patented
A rrow seamless crotch
construction insures per
fect comfort. An elastio
w a istb a n d solves the
missing-button problem.
Shirts are of fine lisle,
ribbed and flat knit. $1.95
a set (shirt and shorts).

DONOHUE’S
Men’s Shop

Harry’s Tailor
Shop

The Town Backs You
■—Back the Town

Sterilized
every
every
every
before it

KGVO

brush
comb
razor
is used.

from the

North Higgins

POPE, the Plumber
NEVER FORGETS HIS TOOLS
— PHONES —

Bassini Candy
Modern
Confectionery

Palace Hotel
Barber Shop

Office 4420

HER sisters will like

.Home 3357

Insurance

Watson Agency

